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Abstract— In today’s world, defense power is an important 

factor in any nation’s security. Soldiers being the backbone 

of any armed force usually lose their lives due to lack of 

medical help when in emergency, also soldiers who are 

involved in missions or in special operations get straggled on 

war fields and lose contact with the authorities. So for their 

security purpose, many instruments are mounted on them to 

view their health status as well as ammunitions present. We 

have used various sensors such as temperature sensor, pulse 

rate sensor, gas sensor, etc. These sensors will monitor the 

health status of the soldier whenever required. Also using 

GPS we can track the soldier’s exact location whenever 

required. Using oxygen level sensor we can also monitor the 

environmental condition, so authorities can provide essential 

aids. The communication is established between the soldiers 

and authorities via GSM. Any abnormalities in the readings 

of wireless body area sensor network (WBASNs) is 

considered as a trigger for GSM to establish the connection 

between the soldier and base unit and send current location 

and health status to the receiver. So by using these equipment 

we are trying to implement the basic life-guarding system for 

soldier in low cost and high reliability. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The nation’s security is monitored and kept by army, navy 

and air-force. The vital role is of soldiers who sacrifice their 

life for their country. We live a safe life because of their 

sacrifices. In present bullet proof Jacket they don’t have any 

technical devices so not able to help them and not know about 

their health condition. If any soldier got injured, the command 

Centre will not know until they are brought to base or other 

soldier finds him. It is critical to work in snow area like 

Jammu and Kashmir, Siachen, Leh etcetera because if body 

temperature decreases below the normal level the soldier will 

not be able to breathe normally. One of the fundamental 

challenges in military operations lays that the soldiers are not 

able to communicate with control room station. Moreover 

proper communication link between soldier and their 

organizations plays important role in forming on the spot 

strategies. So in this paper we focus on tracking the location 

of soldier along with some bodily parameters from GPS and 

sensors respectively, which is useful for control room station 

to know the exact location and health condition of soldier and 

accordingly they will help them .The base station can access 

the current status of the soldier which is displayed on the 

mobile phone. And hence can take immediate action by 

sending backup for threat ahead. 

The jacket is equipped with a buzzer which will go 

off whenever a message is send to base commanding unit. 

This initiative is taken to assure the soldier that their distress 

message will definitely be received by their base camp 

members. If due to some reasons the unit would stop working 

in that case the soldier or trekker can press the SOS button 

which is attached to the jacket. This will send an emergency 

alert message along with location coordinates. 

The challenge was to integrate these piecemeal 

components into a lightweight package that could achieve the 

desired result. 

II. MODULES DESCRIPTION 

A. Pulse Rate Sensor 

 
Fig. 1:  Pulse Rate Sensor 

A pulse rate sensor is used to check the pulse rate of soldier 

wearing the jacket. A sensor is placed on a thin part of the 

patient's body. When heartbeat occur it pumps blood in 

capillary tissue. Between two heart beats there is a volume 

change which affect the amount of infrared light passing 

through the tissue. It excludes venous blood, skin, bone, and 

muscle, fat. This sensor will provide an analog output which 

will be given to microcontroller. 

B. ARDUINO 

 
Fig. 2:  Microcontroller 

Microcontroller is used for forming the interface between 

soldier and commanding base unit. It takes variety of inputs 

from different switches and sensors to control physical 

outputs. It consists of a pair of RX (receiving) and TX 

(transmitting) pins which works as a medium of connection 

with other modules. It sends AT commands to the GSM 

module. 

C. Temperature Sensor 

 
Fig. 3:  Temperature Sensor 
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LM35 is a low voltage temperature sensor. We are using it to 

check the ambient temperature of soldier. It provides a 

voltage output that is linearly proportional to the Celsius 

temperature. The output voltage can be converted to 

temperature easily. We are using this sensor because it is 

cheap and do not require signal conditioning. 

D. GSM Module 

 
Fig. 4:  GSM Module 

Global System for Mobile Communication works on the 

principle of Time Division Multiple Access technique. The 

data collected from different bio sensors will be sending to 

base unit by using GSM module. We are using SIM800 

module which operates from 3.4V to 4.4V supply range that 

is reduced operating range. 

E. GPS Module 

 
Fig. 5:  GPS Module 

The Global Positioning System is used to get the location 

(latitude and longitude) of the person wearing this jacket. It 

consists of a receiver and an antenna. We have used GPS 

antenna of 1575.42MHz. The radio signals which are emitted 

periodically by satellites are received by this receiver, which 

will give the location. 

F. GAS Detector 

 
Fig. 6:  Gas Sensor 

A gas detector is a device that is used to detect presence of 

poisonous gases in an area. While on mission, soldiers often 

face conditions where they are exposed to extreme poisonous 

gases by opposite unit.  These gases are deadly most of the 

times. A gas detector blows an alarm as a sign of warning so 

the soldiers could retreat in time. This type of device has its 

benefits as there are many gases present which are harmful to 

human life. 

G. Solar Panel 

 
Fig. 7:  Solar panel 

All the elements require some power to work. Their 

requirement is fulfilled by providing a rechargeable battery. 

Eventually the battery will drain out, so to recharge it we are 

providing solar panel which will help in providing power for 

proper functioning of these equipments. Flexible solar panels 

can be used for introducing flexibility in the model. 

H. LCD Display 

The LCD is used to show characters related to the message 

sent over to the base station. This will show which parameter 

has been abnormal. 

 
Fig. 8:  LCD display 

I. SOS Button 

 
Fig. 9:  SOS button 

SOS button is the emergency signal sending button. When the 

soldier pushes the button an emergency message with 

location is send to the base unit. We are using a biased type 

of button which will return to its initial stage without any 

further stimulation. 
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III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

IV. FLOW CHART 

 

V. RESULT 

The following results have come whenever the body 

parameters deviates from preset values. These values would 

be sent to the base station unit on registered contact number. 

 

VI. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 
Fig 10:  Components Attached To the Jacket 
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Fig. 6:  Back Side of Jacket 

VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

From the above implementation we have concluded, the 

communication hurdles between the soldiers and authorities 

at the base unit could be overcome using GSM, the precise 

location and health parameters are known using GPS and 

wireless body area sensor network respectively and with the 

GSM modem all information is send to the base station so that 

field commander will take necessary action. Battery needs 

only a small amount of power to operate the process. Through 

this concept we can easily rescue the soldier life and provide 

proper safety. 

The future work will include the elements like foot 

step counter and piezo electric components to produce some 

amount of energy. Various medical parameters could also be 

monitored such as ECG, EEG, Brain Mapping, Blood Sugar, 

etc. 
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